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Introduction
38
Memory is a constructive process that is sometimes prone to error 39 and distortion (e.g., Bartlett, 1932; Loftus, 1979; Neisser, 1967 ; In addition to semantic and perceptual processes, retrieval also re- 
Methods
208
Participants
209
Sixteen participants (8 male) between the ages of 19-33
210
(M = 24.13, SD = 4.57) were recruited to take part in the study.
211
Seven additional participants were excluded from the study for failing 212 to respond to large numbers of trials (1 participant; >40% no re- umbrellas, chairs, cats), with 18 categories assigned to each condition.
229
Multiple exemplars of each object were encoded with small study 230 sets containing four studied exemplars (e.g., four umbrellas), medium 231 study sets containing eight studied exemplars (e.g., eight chairs), and 232 large studied sets containing fourteen exemplars (e.g., fourteen cats).
233
Exemplars from each category were distributed across three encoding 234 runs (e.g., the four umbrellas or fourteen cats would be distributed as 
241
After an approximately ten minute delay during which time struc- In addition, twenty-four novel pictures were presented from distinct 251 object classes not studied previously in order to provide a 252 baseline false alarm rate. Example stimuli are displayed in Fig. 1 .
253
Counterbalancing of the assignment of object classes to each of the 254 four studied set sizes (i.e., zero, small, medium, and large) and assign-255 ment of tested items as either lures or studied targets was accom-256 plished across participants using eight different recognition orders.
257
Participants had four seconds in which to decide whether or not 258 they had previously seen the picture and to press a button corre-259 sponding to "yes" or "no". Pictures were selected from photo CDs 260 (Hemera Technologies, Gatineau, Quebec).
261
Both encoding and recognition trials were randomly ordered in a 262 jittered design (Dale, 1999) . At the time of recognition, they were tested on four of the previously presented exemplars (middle row, outlined in yellow and green) as well as four new lure exemplars (bottom row, outlined in green). Four old and four new exemplars were tested at recognition for all set sizes, although the number of encoded exemplars ranged from four (i.e., small sets) to fourteen (i.e., large sets). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
297
The parametric modulation analyses were conducted at the fixed-298 effects level, entering set size (i.e., small, medium, and large) as a co- Table 3 ). .
380
Modulation with set size for false recognition
381
Activations associated with false alarms to increasing (Table 2A) 382 or decreasing (Table 2B) Modulation with set size for true recognition
386
Activations associated with hits to increasing (Table 2C) or de-387 creasing set sizes (Table 2D) are displayed in Fig. 3 . In contrast to 
392
As noted in 
419
The results are novel because they provide information regarding cesses and corresponding neural regions respond in a graded fashion.
426
As the gist representation is strengthened for false memories, the hip- es are invoked as gist information increases for both true and false 
memories. This activity could reflect the shared visual features across 448 exemplars in a set (e.g., the shape of a chair). The activity of the hip- 
494
For false alarms, several regions were also associated with correct rec-495 ognition (despite differences in peaks between true and false recogni- learned from fMRI about the neural mechanisms of source memory? Psychol.
